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You can learn more about Engineered Floors® by 
speaking with an Engineered Floors®  sales representative 

by calling 855-343-5667.

Visit EngineeredFloorsLLC.com

You can take a virtual plant tour and learn more about 
our products by visiting  our Engineered Floors® 
channel on YouTube or by scanning this code:
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WELCOME TO
ENGINEERED FLOORS®

Visit EngineeredFloorsLLC.com for complete warranty details.
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Congratulations for choosing a carpet 
made by Engineered Floors®

You have chosen one of the best carpets you can buy. 
Not only have we made our carpet beautiful, we have 
also designed it to be very durable. 

Our PureColor®

PureColor® is our proprietary brand of solution-dyed 

solution-dyed, the color goes all the way through the 

fade, wear off or stain. The result is color that is beautiful, 
vivid and permanent for the life of the carpet, with 
virtually no inconsistencies or side-matching issues.

Built-in protection
Our PureColor®  

stain protection that is not only applied to the outside 

carpet longer.

VariColor™ technology
Innovation Reinvented… again. VariColor™ is our 
exclusive, patent-pending technology that blends 
multiple colors throughout your carpet to create a 
well-balanced, consistent color visual. VariColor™ is not 

PureColor® family of brands.
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VARIABLE COLOR TECHNOLOGY

a brand of

We are Engineered Floors®, one of the largest and
fastest-growing carpet mills in the world. We were
founded in 2009 with the most modern equipment,
facilities and processes, and employ some of the 
most experienced and talented people in the industry.

specialty retailer with our Dream Weaver® brand; 
the new homebuilder with our DWellings® brand; 
property owners and managers of multifamily 
housing with our Engineered Floors® brand; and 
the commercial market with our Pentz™ brand.
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Alcoholic Beverage  A

Asphalt        D

Beer        A

Betadine       F

Berries        A

Blood (Wet)       A

Blood (Dry)       C

Butter        A

Chewing Gum       E

Chocolate       C

Coffee        B

Cola Drinks       A

Cosmetics       A

Crayon Markers       D

Excrement       A

Food Dyes       A

Furniture Polish       A, D

Grease (auto)       D

Grease (food)       A

Ink (ball point)       D

Ink (washable)       A

Lipstick        D

Milk        A

Mustard        A

Nail Polish        Nail Polish 
            Remover

Paint Latex (wet)       A

Paint Latex (dry)       D

Paint (oil)       D

Rust        G

Tea        A

Urine        B

Vomit        B

Wax        E

Wine        C

SPOT CLEANING GUIDE

A. WATER SOLUBLE STAINS
First, blot thoroughly with a white cotton cloth or paper 
towel. Next, apply a solution of liquid dishwashing 
detergent to one quart of water, a spray bottle works 
well. Repeat until the stain is removed.

B. WATER SOLUBLE STAINS WITH ODOR
Same as A, but treat with white vinegar before using 
detergent.

C. WATER SOLUBLE STAINS WITH HEAVY COLORS
Same as A, but treat with a household ammonia before 
using detergent.

D. GREASE
Blot as much as possible with a white cloth or paper 
towel. Apply a volatile solvent such as Perchloroethane 
(dry cleaning fluid) or a citrus-based solvent to a white 
cotton cloth. CAUTION: Do not apply the solvent 
directly to the carpet pile as permanent damage WILL 
result. Use with rubber gloves and adequate ventilation.

E. WAXES & GUMS
Freeze with ice or a commercially available product 
in a spray can. Shatter with blunt object and vacuum 
immediately. Repeat as necessary.

F. MEDICAL STAINS
Commercial preparations are available. A 5% Sodium 
Thiosulphate solution from a photography store may 
also be used. For stains more than a few hours old, this 
solution should be heated.

G. RUST
Most can be removed with a 10% solution of citric acid. 
More stubborn stains will require professional cleaning 
as restricted chemicals may be needed. Use of citric 
acid is not recommended for solution-dyed products as 
damage may result. Certain household cleaners contain 
citric acid and should be used with caution.
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OWN WITH CONFIDENCE

Visit EngineeredFloorsLLC.com for complete warranty details.

Installed correctly and following proper care and 
maintenance, your Dream Weaver®, DWellings® or 
Engineered Floors® branded carpet will stay looking 
newer and beautiful longer. 

Only install your carpet in appropriate areas of your 
home.

Use a professional carpet installer for best results.

Use a quality carpet pad of the correct thickness.

Always have clean walk-off mats at all entrances to  
capture outside soil before it’s tracked inside.

Vacuum regularly with a Carpet and Rug Institute Seal 
of Approval vacuum cleaner.

Have your carpet professionally cleaned using deep  
cleaning extraction every 12-18 months by a Carpet 
and Rug Institute Seal of Approval professional.

Always attend to accidents and spills immediately by  
blotting the spill with a damp, white absorbent towel.

Have professionals remove stains caused by markers.

Only use Carpet and Rug Institute Seal of Approval 
spot cleaners.

See “Spot Cleaning Guide” for more tips or visit  www.
carpet-rug.org. Our carpets are made in the USA using the  latest 

technology and state-of-the-art manufacturing  facilities 
and processes in the carpet industry. Because of our 
manufacturing efficiencies and the way we make our 

soltion-dyed fibers, we use considerably less  energy and 
water and produce less greenhouse gases.

MADE WITH PRIDE

Carpet care checklist

6 7
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